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3104: 51 pieces set - basin wrench, go-thru
sockets, 1/4" bits

The + product :

The Plombi'box: 51 tools special plumbing in 1 single set.
Special wrench for nuts under sink.
Easy access on nuts on long threaded rods.
Quick and precise work on all type of screws.
Strong and handy box.

Description

Special wrench for nuts under sink: compact design to reach awkward nuts
under sink. Hollow arm and end socket to avoid obtruction by threaded rods.
Size 13 mm on wrench + 6 sockets (9, 10, 11, 12, 14 et 17 mm).
 
Precise and strong 72 teeth ratchet, 5° increment. One 75 mm extension for
difficult access. 13 go-thru sockets (10 to 19, 21, 22, 24 mm) which are
assembled directly in the head of the ratchet = very compact. Suitable for nuts
on long threaded rods: bolts for water heater support, basin support, WC
suport, Air conditioning support, Müpro rails, sprinkler collars,...
 
Magnetic bit holder with locking system. Practical: the screw is magnetized on
bit. Locking system avoids accidental fall of bit. Quick tightening with a drill bit
machine.

Spinner with bi-material plastic handle for an optimum comfort.
 
26 bits with color code for all screw tips: Phillips®: PH1-2-3 ; Posidriv®: PZ1-2-3
; Flat: 3,5-4,5-6,5-8 mm ; 6 pans 2-2,5-3-4-5-6-7-8 mm ; Torx:
TX9-10-15-20-25-27-30-40.
Easy identification of the tip with the color code of the bit. 1 color per tip.
 
Bi-materiel box: 1200 x 1200 stitck fabric combines flexibility and resistance.
Vinyl is waterproof and easy to clean: ideal for wet and dirty construction sites.
Double zip for an easy opening/closing. Easy to carry with the handle.
 
Bicolor foam tray: holds tools when box is upside down and see missing tools.
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Sku Description Size mm kg

310410 51 pieces set 325 x 230 x 63 2,070

310402 72 teeth ratchet (only) 140 x 30 x 15 0,195

310403 Magnetic bit holder with locking system 85 x 15 x 15 0,035
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